
“There is no box big enough for her in- and output”, states the German 
music magazine Noizz about Berlin based rapper Yetundey. Her 2018 

debut EP “See No Evil” placed the multi-lingual artist from Leipzig onto 
the international rap map. She raps, sings, composes, dances and produces 
her own music videos. The all-rounder and multi-talent refuses any artistic 
boundaries and captures her audience with sick double-time parts, satiric 
lyrics and musical influences from all over the world. Be it with powerful 
trap parts in the nocturnal fever of "Berlin", as a "terrorist" of rhyming 
technique, the self-ironic "YeYe from Africa" or the sensual "Djinn" of 

Tribal HipHop - Yetundey is an energy-spewing surprise package standing 
for a clear artistic vision: Loud and provocative, the rapper conquers every 

stage, with positivity and humor.
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Indie Berlin: 

"There’s plenty in the vocals here to remind 

you of New York’s Princess Nokia, and the 

beats behind at their best compliment the 

eclecticism of the content..." 

P R E S S  

Missy Magazine: 

"Her chameleon style works in all rap genres 

and is produced with such brilliance, that one 

could almost wish for a dirty bedroom 

production…"

laut.de 

"A loud, diverse mix which the multilingual 

rapper loosens up with a fat portion of 

satirical Humor." 

C O N C E R T S  

25hours goes Radio: Fritz Unsigned

The Alternative Escape - Brighton 

Music Match - Dresden

Live at Fahrrad Kino Kombinat - Kiel 

Berlin Sessions X Klunkerkranich - Berlin

Rage against Abschiebung Festival - Munich 

X Factor Gremany 

 Balcony TV Berlin 
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